Glen site gradually opened to authorized personnel

The first employees of the Glen site of the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC) will be testing out the new building’s equipment, furniture and systems and familiarizing themselves with the state-of-the-art security system and design that will optimize the patient experience and make employees’ work easier.

“The early activators must show up according to a predetermined schedule and sign in and out at identified entry points,” explains Benoit Lalonde, coordinator, Logistics and Emergency Measures Services. “Once inside, they’ll use their card to go through secured doors and access the sector they have to activate.”

Once the hospital is open, this same security system will control the flow of patients, staff and visitors within the building. All doctors, volunteers and employees will be issued an access card that will give them access to specific areas. This way, only authorized staff will be able to enter sensitive areas such as the MUHC Research Institute laboratories, server rooms, or delivery docks.

Continued on page 6

Surgical oncologist Dr. Henry Shibata: half a century of pioneer work at the Royal Victoria Hospital

The soft-spoken, 84-year-old Dr. Henry Shibata sits amid displaced pictures and books in his office at the Royal Victoria Hospital (RVH) of the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC) as he takes a look back at his life and his career.

After 53 years in the RVH Surgery and Oncology departments, Dr. Shibata, who is a pioneer in the fields of cancer prevention, palliative care, bariatric surgery and cryosurgery, is planning to retire.

Continued on page 9
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Countdown MUHC 2015: less than 6 months left to get ready!

The official countdown for the transfer of activities of the Royal Victoria Hospital (RVH) to the Montreal General Hospital (MGH) has passed the six month mark. Preparations for the transfers are progressing well and will be accelerated with the activation of the Glen site in October.

As a first step, the Admitting and Medical Records offices at the MGH will be relocated internally in the fall to allow the necessary work for the creation of the Psychiatric Emergency and the Short Stay Unit on B1. Further renovations are planned so that we can host Geriatrics and some RVH outpatient clinics at the end of March 2015.

Concurrently, certain rooms in the Camill-Lebeau Pavilion are presently being upgraded for the transfer of our ventilated-assisted patients from the Montreal Chest Institute at the end of January. At the same time, The Neuro is continuing to implement the transition plan in order to ensure a smooth and safe operation, independent from the RVH as of spring of 2015. The timetable for each of these projects is not only tight, but they constitute the beginning of a massive cascade towards the MUHC 2015.

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge all the hard work that has been achieved and the work that is still to come in line with our transformation. Over the last few months, the mission leads in collaboration with several members of the management team have worked hard on the distribution of beds between the different missions as well as the allocation and redeployment of outpatient visits. This immense work constitutes another step towards the implementation of the clinical plan adopted in 2007 by the MUHC, and endorsed by the Agence et le Ministère de la santé et des services sociaux.

As you will recall, the clinical plan not only laid the foundation for the functional and technical program, in which we will proceed to transform the Glen project, but will also establish our operating budget in accordance with our mission as an academic healthcare centre. The MUHC and the MSSS are presently discussing the necessary financial resources for the implementation of our planned clinical activities. In the meantime, we continue our discussions with network partners in order to establish new corridors of service required to achieve our clinical plan; namely an increase in the complexity of cases and a greater focus on specialized and ultra-specialized procedures.

As you can appreciate, the cascades of dominoes have started to fall. It is not surprising that HCR, the firm hired to plan the transfers, considers the mandate of the MUHC as the most complex hospital move to date. The synchronization of the different phases of our re-development requires rigor and discipline from everyone. It is therefore essential that all sectors continue to work diligently with the various teams assigned to transfer planning and activation.

Indeed, with the imminent end of the Glen construction, the days are numbered to transform the construction site into a fully functional hospital and ensure readiness to receive the first patient in April. We will need to execute each activation plan on-time and each team has a responsibility that goes beyond their department or unit which inevitably has implications for the entire organization. Your usual dedication, professionalism, and support are invaluable and instrumental for our transformation. I am confident that together we will pave the way to our MUHC 2015 success.

Invitation for MUHC employees – Upcoming courses

MINDFULNESS
To adopt healthy life habits, better manage stress, improve personal abilities
October 23, 2014 (French, Lachine Hospital)
October 28, 2014 (English)
November 6, 2014 (French)

FINDING YOUR WAY THROUGH
To create a healthier work environment during times of change
October 22, 2014 (French)
November 4, 2014 (French, Lachine Hospital)

For more information, please contact:
Jamal Brhti 514 934-1934 ext. 3404

MUHC paystub info now available from anywhere!

For more information, please visit the “Focus” section at the bottom of the main muhc.ca page and press the “Espresso Remote access information” button

The Cedars Cancer Centre at the Glen: designed to optimize patient experience

On September 15, 2014, the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC) announced that the new Cancer Centre at the Glen would be known as the Cedars Cancer Centre.

"It's fitting that our new state-of-the-art cancer centre bear the Cedars name. This Foundation has been supporting MUHC cancer patients and their families for almost 50 years and has helped ensure we remain a world leader in cancer care, teaching and research," said Normand Rinfret, MUHC director general and CEO. "This honour is in appreciation of our longstanding and in recognition of the important and expanded role we expect Cedars to play within the MUHC and the Rossy Cancer Network over the coming years."

"This modern centre," added Dr. Armen Aprikian, chief of the Cancer Care Mission of the MUHC, "will allow our medical professionals to continue to be pioneers in cancer diagnosis and treatment, while providing patients with the highest level of care and support. Patients and their families will benefit from having everything they require in one location, in a space that has been consciously designed to optimize as much as possible the patient experience."

The patient has been at the forefront of the thinking throughout the design of the Cedars Cancer Centre. Very ill patients, for example, who arrive at the Emergency Department will be assessed immediately and directed to the appropriate service or department. They will also be offered access to a dental care room, a patient and visitor resource centre and healing gardens, to name a few of the advantages of the new facility.

The Centre is set to open in June 2015.
THE HUMAN SIDE OF HEALTH CARE

For a full year, the team in the Medicine and Surgery unit at the Lachine Hospital of the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC) has been hard at work on the program, Transforming Care at the Bedside (TCAB). With the aim of approaching care from the perspective of patients and their families, the team is helping find solutions to improve the experience of each patient.

Four employees from the unit are taking part in the program: nurses Sylvie Cadieux and Marie-Claude Pelletier, orderly Nelia Victoria, LPN Véronique Hurteau and TCAB facilitator Marjolaine Frenette. In addition, Clifford Jordan, a patient representative and former patient on the unit, is helping the team better understand how patients perceive care.

“The goal is to help our personnel develop the leadership aspects needed to make changes in their unit,” explains Frenette. “We want the team members to improve their analytical skills, communication strategy and ability to find long-term solutions. Plus, we want to teach them how to develop simple approaches, so they can share them with the rest of the team.”

After taking a short summer break, the TCAB team is back at work preparing a wide range of projects and new initiatives for fall. “We’ve been making posters and signs, reorganizing the unit, and virtually rebuilding the fourth floor,” says Cadieux. “We’re trying to find the right methodology to move the changes forward. It requires a great deal of teamwork, but we want our department to be safer for everyone.”

Since 2013, the team has also been conducting hand-washing audits to encourage good hygiene habits, and in each room they have installed a chart with the names of the doctors, nurses and other staff members involved in the treatment. The objective is to help the patients feel safer and know where to direct their questions or concerns. Patients actually use the board to ask their questions and communicate with the staff.

Another project the team is particularly proud of is the rearrangement of one of the rooms used to store patient supplies. Victoria explains how the reorganization of this room has had an impact on her work. “As an orderly, I often have to fetch equipment such as wheelchairs. Unfortunately, the storage room where we kept these kinds of supplies was in very poor condition, and we always had trouble accessing it. Now, it’s well organized. This makes our work so much easier and enables us to spend more time with patients,” she says. “Above all, it’s gratifying to know that our employer is listening to our opinions and ideas for improvement.”

Jordan, the patient representative on the team, spent 69 days on the unit, of which 25 were spent in a coma. So grateful to the hospital staff for their care, he now volunteers his time once a week. “It’s because of everyone at the hospital that I came out of my coma,” he states. “I feel that since my stay at the Lachine Hospital, many things have changed for the better. I’ve seen quite an evolution, and I know how much the personnel put into their work.”

Céline Dufour, manager of the unit, adds that the impact made by the TCAB team has inspired other units to make changes to their work environment. “I receive all kinds of positive feedback from our colleagues,” she affirms. “We have a young, professional team with lots to offer; we’re a department that likes challenges, and we always make room for creativity.”

Tell us about your success stories! They deserve to be recognized.

The Public Affairs and Strategic Planning Department wants to highlight your accomplishments via its platforms, including web and printed publications (MUHC today, enBref, muhc.ca and social networks). If you, your team or your colleagues, across the MUHC, have provided exceptional care, completed a major project or simply demonstrated altruism, contact us! public.affairs@muhc.mcgill.ca
Despite major physical health obstacles, young patient starts pre-school

FOR YEARS, MONTREAL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL PREPARED FOR THE TRANSITION

Four-year-old Stefano Ruvo started pre-school on September 2. For any other child this may be just another milestone but for young Stefano it was an incredible feat. As a baby, he was diagnosed with Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome (CCS) and Hirschsprung’s disease. The first 13 months of his life were spent in the Montreal Children’s Hospital (MCH).

CCS affects Stefano’s breathing so he is connected to an artificial ventilator through a tracheostomy, a small hole surgically created in his neck that acts as a direct airway to his trachea. Hirschsprung’s disease, which is often associated with CCS, causes the nerve cells that help discharge body waste to not function properly. As a result, his entire large intestine and a third of his small intestine had to be removed.

“Even though Stefano has a complex medical condition, he is a very bright boy who will truly benefit from a stimulating learning environment,” says Dr. Anne Marie Sbrocchi, his pediatrician in Complex Care, speaking to the school staff and students to educate them about Stefano’s condition.

“We told kids about all the different equipment that Stefano needs,” explains Dr. Sbrocchi. “We also educated the staff about early warning signs that indicate he is in distress and helped them develop an action plan in case of an emergency.”

Due to all of his daily medical needs, a registered nurse must remain by Stefano’s side throughout the day. The school set aside a room for all of Stefano’s clinical equipment and the space also allows the nurse to tend to him privately.

Stefano also took a big step forward last November when Dr. Sherif Emil surgically implanted a diaphragm pacemaker under his skin. The device stimulates Stefano’s diaphragm to contract allowing him to breathe without the artificial ventilator for three hours, twice a day. “The external transmitter is hidden away in a knapsack. When the transmitter is full, the pacemaker will be able to operate the ventilator without the ventilator 12 hours a day. “Despite his medical obstacles, Stefano will be able to do anything he wants one day,” says Dr. Sbrocchi. “But for now, we’ll focus on elementary school!”

In the lead up to Stefano’s first full day of pre-school, the CCS spent years preparing, which included his father Vito, Dr. Sbrocchi and Sylvie Canizaris, a nurse clinician in Complex Care, speaking to the school staff and students to educate them about Stefano’s condition.

HOSPITAL PREPARED FOR YEARS, MONTREAL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL PREPARED FOR THE TRANSITION

FIVE-YEAR-OLDS - "THE SAME LOOK, BUT MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK: THE NEW IP PHONES AT THE GLEN"

A new look, but more bang for the buck: the new IP phones at the Glen

INTEGRATED WITH THE IT NETWORK, THE GLEN’S 5,500 NEW IP PHONES WILL REDUCE OPERATING COSTS AND MAKE THE MCGILL UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTRE’S (MUHC) COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM MORE FLEXIBLE

When MUHC staff arrive at the Glen, they’ll find brand new phones waiting on their desks. At first glance, these devices look exactly like conventional office phones, but IP (Internet Protocol) telephony has a lot more long-term benefits compared to traditional technology.

“From day one, there won’t be a big difference for the people who move to the Glen. These phones have the same functionalities, and staff will dial and reach extensions as they did before. However, the new system will provide a technological platform for future development and reduce organizational costs,” states André Demers, operations consultant and coordinator of telephony deployment at the Glen.

This new system will lead to definite savings. IP telephony will operate on the same network as the MUHC’s data network currently in place. The two networks will be integrated and share much of the same infrastructure.

“IP telephony costs a lot less than two,” notes Angelo Bodo, IS program director for the Glen. “Before, we had two networks and two cabling systems. Now, everything will be centralized.”

An integrated and flexible system

IP phones have long-term benefits for employees as well. As Demers states, the integration of all information services, such as videoconferencing, faxing and smart phone services, will be evaluated so that we can provide even more solutions based on staff needs in the future.

And nothing will go to waste: the old phones will be reused at our existing sites or sold to other healthcare institutions. Training on the new IP phones is available on-line from the intranet: Quick links > Telecom > Telephone Training.

Leftovers: What will happen to the furniture and equipment not moving to the Glen?

At the Glen, all of our furniture and a large majority of our equipment will be brand new. The Legacy Site Move Preparation Committee at the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC) has developed a policy for managing objects from our legacy sites that will not be moving to the Glen.

HERE ARE A FEW IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER:

MUHC PROPERTY

Employees cannot take home objects from our legacy sites that are not moving to the Glen site. Everything inside the MUHC hospitals is property of the MUHC, taking something home is theft, whether it is moving or not, is considered theft and is illegal.

PERSONAL ITEMS

To get permission to remove any piece of equipment or furniture from a legacy site, individuals must provide proof of ownership (i.e. that no PO was issued and that it was paid for by private funds). Subsequently, an Equipment and Material Removal form must be obtained from Security, completed, signed by your manager and returned before the object is removed. This process should take place well before your Glen site transfer day. You will not be able to return to the hospital post-move to collect anything that was left behind.

Once items not moving to the Glen have been identified, an inventory of all the ‘leftover’ equipment and furniture will be created. The Montreal General Hospital, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital and Lachine Hospital have been asked to create a wish list of materials they need and they will get first dibs on whatever is left behind. Following that, we will send a list of the remaining objects to the Agence de la santé et des services sociaux de Montréal who will follow a detailed ministerial policy that outlines what should happen to them, which includes the distribution of objects across the network, or even to other organizations around the world.

Back to page 1 — GLEN SITE

Bref 7
Robots and medication at the Glen, a good mix

Cutting-edge robots will be used by the Glen’s Pharmacy Department to ensure that patients receive the safest and most efficient medication care.

The biggest robot of the Pharmacy Department on the Glen will bring dispensing errors to virtually zero. Reassembling the Space Shuttle’s Canadarm, it will receive orders for patients, and then pick, label and double-check thousands of pills every day with an accuracy of almost 100 per cent.

‘No human arm can be as efficient and precise for picking drugs as this robotic arm,’ says André Bonnici, chief of Pharmacy at the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC). ‘It will distribute and barcode each dose of medication individually before dropping it into the patient’s bin, allowing us to track exactly which drug went to which patient. The only human intervention happens when entering medication orders into the computer system and replenishing the robot.’

The Glen’s robotic dispensing system stores pills and other solid medication and has a capacity of serving up to 650 beds. Being efficient and improving patient-safety, it will also be cost-effective.

‘All pills are wrapped individually and bar coded. If not used, they are returned to the pharmacy, where the robot will double check the package and put it back into the inventory safely. There’s no risk of someone misplacing medications or mixing them up,’ says Bonnici.

NO LINE-UPS FOR MEDICATION

In addition to the robotic arm, 84 automated dispensing cabinets (ADC), which function like advanced teller machines, are available throughout the campus. They will give nurses secure access to drugs that have to be administered immediately, such as narcotics for acute pain, pumps for asthma attacks or aspirin for suspected cardiac events. The ADC system is already successfully used in all MUHC Emergency departments and at the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital (MNI) - The Neuro.

In order to avoid line-ups to pick up the drugs, there will be one machine for every 12 beds at the Glen. Access to all cabinets will require biometric finger recognition and personal identification numbers (PIN), so we will know which nurse picked which medication for a specific patient,’ says Bonnici.

All machines are in place at the Glen site. And while Bonnici is excited about the state-of-the-art equipment available, he is already dreaming of the next generation of machines that will help the department gain even more in efficiency and safety in the future: robots that will be able to mix and dispense intravenous medication.
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The ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL: A PERFECT FIT

Henry Rystake Shiibata was born to Japanese parents in Vancouver in 1930. He was 11 years old when war with Japan started and the Japanese were ordered to return to their home city of Hiroshima. There, Dr. Shibata mastered Japanese, graduated from high school and met his wife, Himiko. Although he went on to complete a surgical residency at the Beverly Hospital, in Beverly, Massachusetts, Dr. Shibata wanted more. ‘I wanted to treat patients and work as a scientist, researcher and teacher. So I came to the Royal Victoria Hospital.’

At the RVH, Dr. Shibata embodied the MUHC’s vision, assuring exceptional patient care and technological development and embracing teaching.

FROM SURGEON TO SURGICAL ONCOLOGIST

In the 70s, it started to become very clear to Dr. Shibata that cancer patients should be looked after by a team of specialists in oncology. ‘But there was no such thing as surgical oncology in Canada,’ he says, ‘so I started the first Fellowship Training Program at McGill in 1978. About the same time, medical oncology and radiation oncology became subspecialties. Ten years later, I founded the Canadian Society of Surgical Oncology.’

Then in 1972, concerned about the high incidence of melanoma in Canada, Dr. Shiibata co-founded the RVH Melanoma Clinic. He was also part of a US-led study that realized an operation alone could not cure breast and bowel cancer.

A NEW TECHNIQUE TO TREAT CANCER

The results of the study showed a big improvement in the survival rate of breast cancer patients treated with chemotherapy after surgery. ‘This cooperative group initiated by surgeons changed the way we treat breast and colorectal cancer,’ he says.

Dr. Shibata and colleagues also spearheaded the use of partial mastectomy combined with radiation therapy in the 70’s. ‘Too many women were having their breasts removed unnecessarily,’ he reveals, ‘so we decided to do a study comparing total mastectomy, partial mastectomy and partial mastectomy plus radiation to the breast. That last technique is the standard still used today.’

AS THE CURTAIN CLOSES

‘I was very happy at the RVH because I was able to take care of patients, teach and do research,’ he says. ‘I am very thankful to the MUHC and to McGill University for having given me the opportunity to wear these three hats.’

At the end of a grand performance, Dr. Shibata graciously removes these hats now and bows as the curtains close. ‘It’s now time,’ he says, ‘to enjoy life a different way.’

GREAT HONOURS

2006: Cedars Cancer Institute creates the Henry R. Shibata Fellowship award, which supports basic and clinical research in oncology at the MUHC.

In the same year, McGill University conferred him the title of Professor Emeritus.

2002: Awarded one of Japan’s medals, the Order of the Sacred Treasure, Gold Rays with Rosette, for long and meritorious service to the Japanese community of Montreal.

1995: Canadian Society of Surgical Oncology initiates the Annual Henry R. Shibata Lecture Series, given at the Canadian Surgical Forum.
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Bref

Like human society, the brain is heavily interconnected and highly competitive. In some cases of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), the competitive nature of healthy tissue may prevent patients from fully recovering. Scientists at the Research Institute of the Montreal University Health Centre (RI-MUHC) intend to study visual problems caused by TBI to find out if that is true, and what can be done about it.

Traumatic brain injuries affect tens of thousands of Canadians every year: victims of car, bicycle or work accidents, sports enthusiasts or soldiers exposed to blasts. TBIs can be mild, moderate or severe and are difficult to diagnose.

"People have symptoms, but we can’t see affected areas in MRI scanners, so there’s no effective way to treat injuries," says Dr. Robert Hess, McGill University’s professor of Ophthalmology and director of the McGill Vision Research Unit at the RI-MUHC.

Although many patients with mild TBI recover fully after a few days or weeks of rest, others will have lingering problems, such as recurring headaches, blurred vision and memory deficits.

"Sometimes this happens because not enough healthy tissue has survived, but in other cases, even remaining normal tissue may not be functional," explains Dr. Reza Farivar, assistant professor of Ophthalmology at the McGill Vision Research Unit and Scientific Director of the Montreal General Hospital Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Program.

Drs. Farivar and Hess suspect that full recovery after TBI may be undermined by other healthy areas right next to the injured part or even distant from it. "Like human society, multiple areas of the brain are in constant competitive interaction. So when one area is impaired, other areas may be able to suppress it or block its action even more," explains Dr. Farivar.

Previous studies in patients with amblyopia - also known as lazy eye - have already proven that removing suppressive action of normal brain tissue leads to tremendous gains in functional recovery. Drs. Farivar, Hess and Christopher Pack, faculty member of the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital (MNI) - The Neuro, have received a $1.1 million grant from the U.S. Government to find out if the same method can be applied to TBI.

"We’ll use non-invasive methods to reduce activity in some areas of the brain, in order to give the injured part a chance to fully recover. It’s like in a classroom. In order to give a shy kid a chance to talk, the teacher might have to get the chatty students to be quiet for a while," says Dr. Farivar.

The study will focus on visual deficits after injury, such as blurred vision, loss of depth perception or difficulty looking at computer screens.

"Vision is the perfect area to study, because we know so much about it," says Dr. Hess. "Also, visual symptoms are common after head trauma, because so much of the brain is devoted to vision or vision-related tasks."

If the results of the research are conclusive, new rehabilitation therapies to ease patients’ visual deficits after TBI could be immediately implemented in hospitals, outpatient clinics, or even the optometrist’s office.

"The sky is the limit in some ways," says Dr. Farivar. "We wouldn’t be able to ignore what the rest of the brain does in case of TBI or stroke injuries anymore."

---
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